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Abstract (en)
1.- A sealer cap for pressurized gas container valves particularly applicable to liquid petroleum gas containers and designed to protect the
container's outlet valve and ensure the inviolability of its content, the valve outlet being fitted with a means of internal closure and imperviousness
consisting in the formation of an inner cap wall, concentric with the cap fitted onto the valve's mouth, characteristic in that it comprises two different
and mutually associated portions, namely an upper portion (1) forming the cap itself, and an anchoring and retaining portion (4), the first portion
(1) comprising an internal threading (9) and a means (10) of imperviousness for the valve outlet extending from the upper base thereof, while
externally presenting, adjacent the mouth, a recessed annular space for lodging a ring element (3), and also characteristic in that said ring element
(3) constitutes a means of association and attachment to the anchoring and retaining portion (4) by forming multiple breaking points (5) uniformly
distributed throughout the length of the opposing edges of the ring (3) and the lower portion (4), said ring element (3) being retained in its lodging
by the action of a lip (8) formed on the mouth edge of the upper portion (1) via a widening of said edge. 2.- A sealer cap according to claim 1,
characteristic in that the cylindrical wall of the anchoring and retaining lower portion (4) presents two ample, differently shaped/ dimensioned
and diametrically opposite recesses (6, 7). 3.- A sealer cap according to claims 1 or 2, characteristic in that the ring element (3) is drawn by the
rotation of the upper portion (1) as a result of several vertical nerves in said annular space being provided which are lodged in corresponding cuts or
recesses in said inner wall of the ring (3). <IMAGE>
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